by Berthold Uippel ’56

The discovery of the Salk polio vaccine, a giant step on the hopeful path of positive thinking, was not long before a great many things that are pleasant and encouraging present themselves to mind. So, to restore perspective, here are a number of reasons to be cheerful about. Dean Burchard, please take notice!

FAIL to honour people, and the drawbridge, and put away our mothballs for the summer. We raise use of books, and a giant step on the hopeful path of positive thinking, was not long before a great many things that are pleasant and encouraging present themselves to mind. So, to restore perspective, here are a number of reasons to be cheerful about. Dean Burchard, please take notice!

SOURCE: "Student Discusses India, America" by Cynthia Eve Sherr ’56

The following monologue never took place, but any resemblance to one half of a conversation I had the other day with a personable young Indian lad is not coincidental.

"I suppose the things which impressed me most about the United States sound pretty hackneyed, but I'll tell you short and sweet. First, there is the high standard of living of the average man. In India there are great differences between the various classes—all the differences in the world between a beggar and a maharaja. Here there seems to be a feeling of equality, for the people are constantly told they are equal. I noticed, for example, that when you talk to an American girl, you have no idea what her father does. I was also greatly impressed by the strong religious feeling. This was most unexpected, judging from American tourists. The stereotyped American tourist? Well, I will draw him for you. He has padded shoulders, dark glasses, expensive camera, and a loud voice. I guess their religion does follow the pattern, too. Billy Graham fits it perfectly. Everyone here seems to be praying. Not going anywhere. Just on the go. They miss many things that way."

(Continued on page 6)

---

Hank pounded pavements... Frank sent telegrams...

GUESS WHO GOT THE JOB!

You're right, Frank got it.*

You can play it smart, too. Send informa-
gons to set up job interviews, and get the jump on everybody (including P.M. Brown). A telegram makes your message stand out from the rest... gets attention from the man you want to reach. Shows him you're effcient, that you know time is valuable — his and yours.

Let Wannamaker help you with your prospecting. Go after that job By Ws:

*Frank finally went to work for his father. 
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We pay top prices for books in current demand. Bring them in NOW before time deprecates their value.